ABSTRACT is paper presents an approach to automatically detecting breaking news events from social media streams, using event detection to collect in near real time relevant video documents from social networks regarding that breaking news. A visual analytics dashboard provides access to the results of the content processing pipeline, providing a rich interactive interface to explore emerging stories and select video material around those stories for veri cation.
INTRODUCTION
Today, when something newsworthy happens somewhere in the world, social media users o en capture the event on video and publish their recording on Twi er, YouTube or other social networking platforms. However, alongside genuine user-generated content about newsworthy events almost in almost real time, the resulting journalistic and social interest in such content has encouraged many users to post fake or misleading video material, claiming to be likewise coming from the breaking news event. As a result, it is no longer su cient to provide journalists with a tool to nd (video) content around a breaking news story, but also to aid them in determining whether a video is to be trusted or not.
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is paper addresses this requirement by presenting work done in the InVID project (In Video Veritas; www.invid-project.eu) to detect breaking news stories and retrieve relevant video from social networks for those stories as a rst step before deciding to engage in fuller video veri cation. Firstly, we will look at related work in the di erent areas of breaking news detection and news video retrieval. We combine both approaches into a holistic work ow, which subsequently feeds into the multimedia veri cation process.
en we will present InVID work done in each area, focusing on how the platform handles distinct challenges arising from this hybrid approach, and how breaking news detection can support the retrieval of relevant video content from social networks. is leads us into the issue of how to describe breaking news in an appropriate model for information retrieval. Finally, we conclude with an outlook for further improving InVID technologies for breaking news detection and news video retrieval.
RELATED WORK 2.1 Breaking News Detection
Recent work on breaking news detection is centered around Twi er as the major source of news stream data. [9] con rmed "Twi ers rising potential in news reporting" that can "fundamentally change the way we produce, spread, and consume news". eir analysis showed that "the people who broke the news were able to convince many Twi er users before con rmation came from mass media" using Bin Ladens death as a case study. us, it provides an evident motivation for the real-time breaking news detection from the Twi er stream.
Topic modeling is a common approach that can be applied to detect breaking news on Twi er [1, 4, 21] . Topic detection (modeling) algorithms, such as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [5, 11] or Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [2] , provide means to organize a collection of electronic documents into semantically coherent groups (topics) based on the frequent word co-occurrence matrix (e.g. TF-IDF metrics). Topic detection approaches o en involve topic clustering, ranking and labeling stages [7, 10, 12, 13, 17, 20] . One common method to nd novel (emerging or recent trending) topics from a data stream is looking for bursts in frequent occurrences of keywords and phrases (n-grams) [1, 4, 8, 12, 13] . Even more recently and novel is the use of neural networks. [3] demonstrated encouraging results using the word2vec Skip-gram model to generate event timelines from tweets. [14] achieved an improvement over the state-of-the-art rst story detection (FSD) results by expanding the tweets with their semantically related terms using word2vec. We could also demonstrate in an experimental evaluation that an approach based on character embeddings signi cantly outperforms the current state-of-the-art in tweet clustering for breaking news detection [19] .
e SNOW 2014 Data Challenge [16] has con rmed newsworthy topic detection to be still a challenging task: the top F-score of the competing solutions was only 0.4 (Precision: 0.56, Recall: 0.36).
e limitations of current state-of-the-art approaches include early topic detection, topic relevance, topic representation and evaluating the performance of topic detection methods. We will present the InVID approach, which proves to provide a fair balance between real-time performance and story output relevance.
News Video Retrieval
Most research in video retrieval focuses on the way in which descriptive video metadata, extractable low level features and/or high level semantic annotations may be used to improve precision and recall in the retrieval system. Such research tends to assume the user can control the data that is available to them for the video collection, i.e. that they may prepare data in advance of retrieval e.g. through additional metadata extraction. In social media retrieval, the video collection is too vast and visibility of the items heavily restricted (e.g. Twi ers Streaming API only provides less than 1% of live tweets). "Social multimedia" indeed presents new opportunities alongside new research challenges [15] . In social multimedia research, we observe that a nite video collection is created from the social network data based on some sampling technique (generally based on ltering the document space according to the use case, e.g. through geolocation or signi cant term match) and then feature-based or semantic retrieval is tested on this nite collection. is is di erent from our goal, which is to maximise the relevance of the video documents returned for our dynamically created searches based on breaking news detection, prior to any post-processing (for veri cation).
Since document retrieval is via the social network APIs, search result quality can only be controlled by us through the query formulation. Search APIs primarily take text based queries and match against descriptive metadata of the documents, i.e. the userprovided title and description. Additional parameters may be supported, e.g. lter by time uploaded or natural language. We have analysed the query expressiveness possible for each social network (Table 1) . Research in query construction considers the means to construct the query from another accessible data source, e.g. online news articles [18] , and how it a ects quality of retrieval. Our source for queries is the breaking news detection, i.e. our retrieval quality is directly related to how our breaking news output is modelled.
ery construction can include other Information Retrieval techniques e.g. to overcome natural language limitations by query expansion [6] . We focus our queries by requesting only recently uploaded documents, since breaking news video can not be posted before the breaking news occurs.
BREAKING NEWS DETECTION
In InVID, we have the goal to automatically identify newsworthy events which could guide journalists to online media being posted in association with that event (and which may require veri cation before it can be used in the professional news cycle). We had three primary requirements to address in the InVID context, which took our work away from the classical research activities in this area:
• Timeliness of detection of a new newsworthy event;
• Addressing multilinguality and alternative names in the detection approach; • antifying the newsworthiness of the event as suitable for extracting eyewitness media.
We established that social media streams, in particular Twi er, are the most e ective sources of data for this task and developed a work ow model for story detection ( Fig. 1 ) which can be explained in terms of the current implementation thus:
• Content modeling -we model each tweet as a bag of keywords based on natural language processing and perform keyword alignment based on named entity recognition; • Clustering -we chose a community detection algorithm as a means to cluster tweets and con gured our approach to be er disambiguate between distinct stories and merge overlapping stories; • Burst detection -we experimented with organizing stories based on burst detection approaches to highlight recent events; • Ranking -we provide alternative ranking possibilities(e.g. volume, frequency) and classify stories according to prede ned topics (based on the IPTC NewsCodes).
We base story detection on content extracted from the Twitter Streaming API, using a manually set-up list of 61 professional news accounts from around the world. We have implemented a set of pre-processing measures to remove irrelevant data from the stream: a word blacklist to strip out spam, a length lter (of 30 characters) to ensure the tweet has enough textual content, as well as a language check as part of the NLP pipeline to ensure the text is in a supported language (currently: English, French and German). To cluster each tweet into distinct stories, appropriate models are needed that reduce the complexity and support the task of clustering, which is based on computational calculation of similarity between documents. Given the scale of documents to be clustered, the model should also support a computationally inexpensive clustering method. e Baeza-Yates algorithm for indexing large text corpora by statistically signi cant n-grams has been provably eciently scalable for approximate string matching tasks. Using this algorithm, we model each tweet as a set of n-grams as keywords, with tf-idf measures avoiding that overly frequent or extremely rare strings become keywords. With each tweet modelled as a bag of (key)words, we have se led on the Louvain Modularity algorithm for clustering.
e algorithm is more commonly used to detect communities within social networks -in our case we detect "communities" of related keywords over time. We chose this algorithm as the graph of keywords is speci cally structured in the same way as a community of social network contacts and it proved to be much more e cient than k-means as well as performing more scalably than an approach calculating character embeddings with tweet2vec which we also experimented with. For the la er, we would need to be able to update the training model for the neural network more rapidly than the time needed for the new model could be created. e output is a set of document clusters based on the keyword co-occurrences, and we label each cluster with the top three keywords by co-occurrence weight. rough observation of the results, we clean up some spurious clustering by pre-processing keywords (aligning partially overlapping n-grams) and testing different thresholds for the graph partition algorithm. We rank the clusters by size (number of documents as members of the cluster). To evaluate the e ectiveness of our breaking news detection, we need to agree rst on the methodology to be followed. e dataset used in prior evaluations (SNOW 2014) is not used as we want to test on real data being fed into the InVID platform and the methodology of the SNOW Challenge is di erent from our set-up, using 5 time slots of 15 minute duration as the basis for comparison, where we look at news detected over a 24 hour period.
is of course raises the question of how we will get our ground truth and a measure for how to compare the results of our algorithm with the ground truth.
SNOW 2014 did con rm newsworthy story detection to be a challenging task: F-score: 0.4, Precision: 0.56, Recall: 0.36 [10] . We choose to evaluate two metrics of our story detection: quality and correctness. Correctness of the stories can be measured as a factor of whether a cluster can be unambiguously identi ed as representing a distinct story (newsworthy action or event). Hence the observer must not decide on the newsworthiness of the story, but simply that the cluster can be seen as representing a potential story. While this needs to be re ected by the (top) documents in the cluster, since we will look at cluster quality below, we will use the story label in this case as the determinant of the story of the cluster. Since di erent labels (which determines the separation between clusters) may, in fact, be referring to the same news story we add a complementary measure for distinctiveness, i.e. how many of the clusters identi able as stories actually represent distinct news stories. Clustering quality can be measured in terms of completeness and homogeneity. Two structural observations can be made on a list of clusters: whether a cluster actually merges two or more stories or whether a story is represented by two or more di erent clusters. is requires that every document in a cluster is individually marked as belonging in its cluster, in a di erent cluster, or in no cluster. Completeness refers to the extent to which documents of a story are in the same cluster. Homogeneity refers to the extent to which clusters only contain documents of one particular story.
We will conduct a "live" evaluation, i.e. in real time using the story results visible in the InVID Dashboard, a Web based portal interface to the data collected by the InVID Platform. It will be a manual exercise, as the human evaluator will make the assessment about the quality of the stories. Values will be drawn through a daily assessment of the stories detected from our Twi er Accounts stream used for breaking news detection, as the Dashboard allows us to see and browse the top ten stories detected in the last 24 hours.
e lead author conducted the story evaluation over the period June 19 to June 23, 2017. For each story, we evaluated the label (does it meaningfully refer to a news story? does it re ect a single story or multiple stories?) and the documents presented for that story (do they relate to the story represented by its label?). From this, we could combine our insights into 4 metrics which we can compare across sources and days:
• Correctness: are the generated clusters correctly related to newsworthy stories? • Distinctiveness: does each individual cluster precisely relate to an individual story? • Homogeneity: are the documents in the cluster only relevant to the newsworthy stories represented by the cluster? • Completeness: are the documents in the cluster relevant to a single, distinct news story? Fig. 3 illustrates the daily evaluation: this shows the top ten stories in the dashboard on the rst day, June 19 2017. All ten are news, although some represent a merge of two distinct stories (the stories are numbered and some have two numbers in the "distinct" column). For example PORTUGAL + FIRE + AFGHANISTAN clearly referred to both res in Portugal and in Afghanistan. For the documents provided for the story (Nr Docs column), most distinct stories also have relevant documents ( is Story column). We had here one story US NAVY + USS + JAPAN where some irrelevant documents were associated with it. Non-distinct stories typically had documents associated with them from both distinct stories ( is Story and Other Story columns). TRUMP + INVESTIGATION + CUBA only had documents from one story although the label refers to two (Trump and the Russia investigation, Trump and Cuba policy), note how this a ects the Homogeneity score which provides the ratio of relevant documents to all documents for all stories represented by the label (it does not penalise distinctness). In comparison, Completeness does penalise merged stories as in the case of PORTUGAL + FIRE + AFGHANISTAN since only the documents from the primary story are counted as relevant out of the set of all documents for that story. is analysis was repeated in the same way for the following four days.
e average of the values over all stories for the ve days is:
• Correctness: 0.895 ( e 5 non-stories out of the total 46 were all generated from the tweets of one news organisation, we found it was tweeting very o en and many tweets were commentary rather than news stories so we will remove this account for the next phase of story detection.) showing this is still an issue of concern. It penalises both merged stories and split stories, both of which occurred daily.) • Homogeneity: 0.93 (It is con rmed that the documents are nearly always relevant to the story. e few irrelevant documents that were found were always related to a story label being a merge of two stories, but documents from one of those stories were missing or a story label related to one story, but documents from another story were present.) • Completeness: 0.93 (While the values varied slightly with homogeneity, the average is the same. is highlights that most clusters were indeed single stories with relevant documents. In two of the ve days, completeness scored lower than homogeneity due to single clusters referring to two stories and containing documents from both, since completeness penalizes this.) e current approach already approaches 100% for clustering documents into newsworthy stories (it seems, if we removed the one Twi er account that generated the non-stories, we would have scored 100% here), which re ects the quality of the data source chosen for the task -Twi er accounts of professional news channels. We compared this with the correctness score achieved from a Twi er stream which takes user tweets which mention "breaking news". Here, we averaged a correctness of 0.76 which re ects the expected lower data quality of user tweets. Distinctiveness is consistently lower. While there are merged stories, the most common issue is split stories, i.e. stories with a higher volume of tweet reporting tend to diverge more with respect to the words used to report them which in turn leads to a larger set of distinct keywords being extracted. As merging clusters is based on the overlap between the keyword sets that de ne them, there is still a point where the keyword variation is too high to a ect a merge. Finally, homogeneity and completeness scores are consistently high across the stories and across all ve days. us, our own evaluation evaluation shows that the breaking news story detection performs very well, and for the stories we nd, the clustering is also very accurate for ordering documents (tweets) to the correct story.
NEWS VIDEO RETRIEVAL
Based on the story detection, we need to address the most appropriate process to select the relevant video content from social networks for those stories. We set up a social media extraction pipeline which is con gurable and extendible to support additional sources. e initial pipeline supports YouTube, DailyMotion and Vimeo APIs. A rst experiment compared the quality of results from YouTube when querying with single terms (e.g. Obama), term combinations (e.g. Obama+dinner) or multiple terms (e.g. Obama White House dinner). We found term combinations worked best to return relevant documents (when the query is applied for the time period in which the news event the terms refer to was currently relevant). Single terms produced too many false positives while multiple terms too many false negatives (inferrable by the observation that term combinations returned relevant documents the multiple terms query did not).
At the outset, the only data we had to use from the Twi er news stream in the platform was an aggregation of keywords extracted from the tweets and their top associations (keywords which cooccur with them). We took the most frequent 10 keywords and for each keyword the top 10 associations, thus generating 100 keyword pairs which are then used to perform conjunctive queries over each API at a 6 hourly interval, ltering out query duplicates and When singular news events dominate the global news coverage, our stories tended to be dominated by clusters using multiple di erent keywords associated with the same dominant story (this case of 'split stories" was noted in the previous section).
is meant that, while many more stories were being detected from the Twi er stream, video retrieval was tending to be based on queries related to a more narrow set of more dominant stories. With the implementation of a more sophisticated method for story detection and labeling, as an alternative to the keyword-association pairs, we could use the labels of the detected stories. ese currently consist of the three most frequent keywords in the cluster representing a story. While a triple term query may reasonably retrieve fewer matching documents than a term pair, the actual volume and relevance of retrieved documents will depend on the quality of the story labelling, just as the current approach depends on the quality of the keywords and their associations.
To comparatively evaluate the two approaches, we can not use classical recall measures since we can not say what is the total number of relevant documents on any social media platform at any time for one query. Precision can be calculated based on the set of results retrieved for each query, where the maximum number of results evaluated will be capped at 20 documents (which is also the rst page of video results on YouTube). On the other hand, we should consider whether success in information retrieval only occurs if and only if the retrieved video is relevant to the story represented by the query, or if any newsworthy video being retrieved can be considered a metric for success. Indeed, whereas the timeliness of the story detection is important to ensure stories are detected as they emerge and queries are made for relevant video at the moment the news story is still newsworthy, in the video retrieval videos will continue to be posted for a news story for a longer time a er the news story initially occurred and those retrieved videos can still be relevant for discovery and veri cation in the InVID context. us, queries which reference keywords that persist in the news discussion (such as Donald Trump) are likely to return other videos which are not relevant to the current story but still reference an earlier newsworthy story. Since while our precision measure can indicate how many videos in our results are relevant to the query itself, low precision may hide the fact we still collect a high proportion of newsworthy video content. Still, precision may act as an evaluation of the quality of our query to collect media for the speci c story. On the other hand, we choose a second precision measure, which we will call "accuracy", which measures the proportion of all newsworthy video returned for a query. Since this measure will include video not directly related to the story being queried for, this acts as an evaluation of the appropriateness of our query to collect newsworthy media generally. Finally, we will include a recall measure which is de ned as the proportion of newsworthy video retrieved which is relevant to the story being queried for, ergo our recall is the precision divided by the accuracy and acts as a measure of the speci city of our query for the news story. For comparative evaluation, we would of course prioritize higher precision for our queries, but also since social media retrieval will invariably involve the possibility of false positives (due to the varying relevance of user provided titles and descriptions which determine the results of a query), we will also welcome higher accuracy (once we accept the existence of false positives in the results, we desire to minimize the extent of completely irrelevant video that may be collected as a result).
None of these measures indicates if we achieve a further goal, which is to collect a broader range of video material related to the news. To do this, we need to annotate each query with the story it is querying for. As there is no o cial classi cation of news stories each day with which we could annotate queries, we will take a simpler approach. e rst query will be annotated as belonging to a story S1.
e subsequent query, if we determine it to be querying on the same story, will also be annotated with S1. If it is querying on a di erent story, we will annotate it with a new story S2. Ongoing, every new story that is being queried will receive a new identi er, following a standard numbering order. As a result, we may conclude with 2 further measures. Story breadth is the sum of unique stories queried for within the set of queries being evaluated. Story depth is the measure of the extent retrieved relevant videos are distributed across distinct stories, i.e. we want to reward a higher average precision value across di erent stories as opposed to having higher precision for only some stories while other stories su er from low precision in video retrieval. Since this is a factor of uniform distribution of the precision across stories, we calculate story depth as the mean of the precision of video retrieval across stories (which is itself the average of the precision of video retrieval across all queries related to a story) multiplied by one minus the standard deviation (of the values for average precision for each story). Hence a more uniform distribution for precision of retrieval across stories will tend towards a value closer to the overall average precision of the queries as a whole (where standard deviation is zero, story depth = overall average precision). However, as the distribution becomes more non-uniform (some stories have higher precision and some have lower precision, so the relevant results start to become skewed towards having more content for a smaller number of stories than what was queried for), standard deviation will increase and the story depth will drop.
For manual evaluation, we will look at two one day's results from the Twi er news accounts stream. We can examine both the current query constructions (keyword-association pairs) and the potential query constructions (story labels) in the dashboard, manually making the queries on the YouTube API to check the list of videos returned. We choose two separate days in order to a empt to consider one day where news coverage has been quite generally spread (we choose the results from the day of writing which is 12/13 June 2017, as there is no single dominating story in the aggregated news) and one day where news coverage has been skewed towards one larger news story (we choose 9/10 May 2017, which covers the ring of FBI director James Comey). We choose a number of 25 queries for the comparison of each approach: for the current approach we take the top-5 keywords and their top-5 associations over all documents; for the potential approach we take the top-5 stories over all documents and the top-5 stories from each of the top four news topics (we classify documents according to the IPTC NewsCodes and order this classi cation as a list of topics by size).
Figure 4: Video retrieval results
Looking at the results from a news day where there was a mix of stories in the news reporting (13 June 2017), we observe that the proposed approach achieves a wider breadth of news stories, querying for 18 distinct stories within the top-25 queries whereas the current approach queried for 9 distinct stories. More commonly tweeted stories tend to generate more individual queries in the current approach, e.g. the story on the tornado warning in di erent US counties had 5 di erent queries in the current approach while was the subject of 1 speci c query in the proposed approach. e average precision for the current approaches' 5 di erent queries was 0.16 compared to a precision of 0.1 for the speci c query in the proposed approach, suggesting one does not retrieve signicantly fewer documents for the story with less queries while of course achieving a greater breadth of news story coverage in the total retrieved document set. In fact, while average precision was higher for the proposed approach average accuracy was almost the same, suggesting the same quantity of newsworthy documents may be retrieved by the proposed approach with a higher proportion of them being relevant to the current news stories (recall of the proposed approach was 0.64 compared to 0.42 for the current approach). Similarly, the F-Score for the proposed approach was 0.59 compared to 0.425 for the current approach. e remaining issue for the proposed approach, with its greater breadth of news coverage in the retrieved document set, would be that having less distinct stories in the set could mean having be er coverage of those stories in the documents. Our story depth measure for how many speci cally relevant documents are retrieved for each of the stories suggests that this is not an issue, as while double as many distinct news stories are covered in the retrieved documents the story depth is 0.30 compared to a value for the current approach of 0.17.
By considering a second news day we can check if the two approaches compare equally when the news context is di erent. We have observed through the dashboard that the global news coverage being collected in the Twi er Accounts stream does mean that days in which a major news story occurs (with global signi cance) lead to that story being referred to in the twi er stream at a signi cantly higher frequency than any other story (which we have termed the "dominant" story). is makes sense: whereas stories of regional interest will only be reported by a subset of our Twi er news accounts, global stories will be covered by potentially all of those accounts leading to a signi cant di erence in volume of documents. Since such "dominant news story days" are an unavoidable aspect of daily news detection, we took the day of James Comey being red as FBI director by President Donald Trump (10 May 2017). As expected, our keyword based queries almost all relate to this story, since there are multiple top keywords for the same story (trump, i, james, house, director, chief). Indeed, 24 of the top-25 keyword pairs for queries were about this story, only "president + korea" referring to another story on that day, the election of Moon Jae-in as the new president of South Korea. e dominant story also generates a lot of video content on the video platforms on that day, as a response to global discussion and reaction to the event, so these queries also show a high average precision. While our story breadth is just 2, our average precision is 0.89. Accuracy is only slightly higher but almost perfect at 0.97; with most retrieved documents relating speci cally to the dominant story recall is at 0.91. While there is only one other story to retrieve documents for in the top-25 queries, and that is due to 1 query, it's precision was also high (0.85) and thus story depth (the extent to which all stories in the query list are represented by retrieving relevant documents) stands at 0.85. ese high values seem to communicate that this has been a highly e ective approach to news video collection but again we must remind ourselves that only 2 di erent stories are present in that collection, and 96% of the collected and relevant video is about a single story.
In the proposed approach for this news day, there is a signi cant di erence in story breadth. Now 15 stories are distinctly queried for in the top-25 queries. e lead story is the same dominant story as in the current approach, FBI director James Comey being red.
ree queries are made for this story with an average precision of 0.82 (due to the third story having an irrelevant keyword in its label, otherwise precision was at 1 for the queries based on story labels for this story). Compared to the current approaches precision of 0.89 for this story, this is not much less. Potentially much more video could be collected for the story in the current approach (retrieved by 24 di erent queries as opposed to 3) -however we have not considered here how much duplication of content occurs in subsequent queries targeting the same story. e number of unique video documents retrieved by both approaches may not di er as much. Overall average precision is 0.52, re ecting that some story queries are very e ective and some are not (e.g. "ATTACK + COURT + BRISBANE" which references correctly a news story relevant at that time -a man standing trial in court for an a ack in Brisbane, Australia -but failed to return any relevant video documents). Accuracy averages at 0.69 and our recall is 0.59. Finally, story depth is measured as 0.35. e gures are all lower than the current approach but we need to ask if we prefer 85% story depth for 2 stories on the day or 35% story depth for 15 stories, ensuring a much broader choice of video content for news on the platform. Comparing the 10 May proposed approach results with the current approach when it is also querying for a broader range of stories (the 13 June data), we can note that the proposed approach has higher precision (0.52 to 0.36), recall (0.59 to 0.42) and story depth (0.35 to 0.17). is suggests that the proposed approach provides more accurate queries for the stories and hence performs be er on retrieving relevant documents across all stories.
We can also consider how the two approaches performed comparatively on both days. It is clear that the current approach is strongly in uenced by dominant stories, signi cantly reducing the story breadth in the collected documents on such days. e proposed approach performed, on the other hand, very similarly on both days despite the clear di erence in the distribution of tweets about news stories. It is possible that as story breadth reduces, the current approach performs be er on the evaluation metrics (precision, accuracy, story depth) but indeed at the cost that the collected documents cover a smaller number of news stories. However, the proposed approach collects documents from a broader range of stories, and while precision and story depth may then be lower they perform be er than when the current approach should be equally broader in its collection and appear that they should be more stable over time regardless of how tweets about news stories are distributed day by day; a consistent precision of around 0.5 and story depth of around 0.3 would indicate that the document collection in the proposed approach would be much more balanced across all the stories.
APPLICATION: THE INVID DASHBOARD
To enable users to explore the detected stories and the collected media around those stories, we have integrated the data results into a front end user interface called the InVID dashboard. Stories and documents from the supported Video sources (YouTube, Vimeo, DailyMotion and -a er the above evaluation was completed -Twi er Video) are publicly visible at the dashboard: h p: //invid.weblyzard.com.
is dashboard is an extension of the Web intelligence dashboard of the webLyzard platform 1 with news topics, story listings and also a visualisation of detected stories over time (either episodicdevelopment of stories over the time period -or bursts -emergence of stories within the time period). Episodes link stories over time at the granularity of hourly periods, for example in Fig. 5 it can be observed how stories developed over the 48h period of 00:00 on the 18th June 2017 until 23:59 on the 19th June 2017. Only "top" stories are labelled in the visualisation. e London mosque terrorist a ack clearly dominates the second 24h period, having occurred just a er midnight on the 19th June. Note that the story rst occurs here at 5am, which can be explained by the local time of the event meaning that most users began posting videos related to the event in the early morning. One can see how the story remained a major topic of news video throughout the rest of the day.
An alternative burst visualisation highlights not the continuity of a story but its emergence. Here in Fig. 6 the same time period is shown. For example the largest circles for the London mosque terrorist a ack are at 9-10am despite the story rst being detected at 5am, easily explained by the fact that by this time the UK and Western Europe was awake and reacting to hearing the story by posting content related to it. e story continues to be the main discussion point throughout the day, until the early hours of the 20th July when the news breaks of the death of O o Warmbier.
With a story selected, the user can explore only those documents (videos posted on social networks) related to that story. Fig. 7 shows the top videos returned for the story ATTACK + LONDON MOSQUE + VAN. Videos can be played back within the dashboard and we plan eventually to enable the user to request further verication of the video material by InVID veri cation services through a bu on on the interface (to launch InVID's media veri cation app).
CONCLUSIONS
is paper has presented a novel approach to detecting breaking news and retrieving relevant user-generated video content from social networks. An evaluation of both approaches -story detection and news video retrieval -documents very promising results. e SNOW2014 data challenge has shown that comparative systems' precision and recall is not high for the domain of rst story detection, as it is challenging to determine a ground truth for daily or hourly news. While other work also has demonstrated breaking news detection out of Twi er streams, our approach uniquely considers additionally the appropriate labelling of each news story for the purpose of information retrieval.
e result is a data collection pipeline for the InVID platform that currently collects about 3 000 news videos on a daily basis, integrating relevant content from YouTube, Vimeo, DailyMotion and Twi er Video. Based on automatically generated story labels, we demonstrate that high content relevance can be achieved while maximising the breadth of di erent news stories. is data becomes immediately useful to end users via the InVID dashboard, where journalists or newsrooms can explore user-generated content around breaking news stories. To further increase the usefulness of this work in the context of supporting the multimedia veri cation process, we plan to explore approaches to measure the "authoritativeness" of video documents using feature-based methods such as user pro le characteristics or video metadata characteristics. Currently, the video collection does not discriminate by user account, whereas a video from BBC World may be more trustworthy that one posted by a politically motivated propaganda account. is would allow users to order videos by how authoritative they may be, where less authoritative but novel video around a news story is the priority for veri cation. We will also explore how to model news stories in a more structured semantic model, which can also further improve news video retrieval as well as support richer ways to browse and lter news video in the dashboard, e.g. by detecting the location of a news story, we can look for videos being posted at the time of the event from around that location. Annotating videos by location (based on the news story tha they are associated with) and providing interactive means to browse the video collection along the geographic dimensions ensures high relevance especially in the case of local and regional events.
